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By using athletics to further the understanding of how to defray aggression among peoples and dispel perceptions

tool to achieve peace, though, is not a new concept. By learning and displaying sportsmanship, discipline, and
This helps to dispel and redirect aggression and overt nationalism that would otherwise manifest in brutality,
2

situation in Afghanistan.
3

especially those in the central and northern regions, had for centuries used what is now the Afghan national
sport, buzkashi, as a way to dispel their competitive spirit in an enjoyable and non-lethal manner, settle political
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political culture in which power depends ultimately on reputation, and the investiture of authority is chronically
5
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mallets and a ball, and two teams composed of locally sponsored players participate more so for themselves than

Abstract

showing their ability to put on such a spectacle, or their ability to choose successful horsemen for these events.
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initiatives targeted at both the youth and female populations. With these government-run programs, Afghan youths

important, as the majority of the population still relies upon village, tribal, or religious elders and leaders for
is the ability to reach the entirety of the population, and unless those involved can increase their social capital by
some degree, they could prove much less successful than anticipated. In Afghanistan, social status and reputation

nation despite decades of hardship and turmoil.
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Introduction
Afghanistan, allowing aggression to manifest peacefully in an athletic setting. By empowering regional, provincial,
and local communities in Afghanistan and disseminating what they learned at these clinics and training sessions,

Afghanistan has been in a constant state of war, oppression, or civil strife for over thirty years. With seven main
1
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environments within the region, the overwhelmingly large youth population, and a burgeoning desire to progress
in all facets as a legitimate and autonomous nation in need of an international boost, Afghanistan may serve as an
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instrumental in devising just such programs, reaching the immense Afghan youth population through coaches,
16

within each respective community. As Pittman stated,

military attempt to reach children in southeast Afghanistan angered local mullahs and villagers as the soccer balls
foot upon the word of Allah as disrespectful to Afghan culture and Islam as a religion.17

have a voice or many prospects for school or for jobs. By expanding sports, it gives them that much
more to do to create an alternate future and avoid the things they could fall into, which includes drugs,

Nevertheless, as female and youth movements gain respect and support in Afghanistan, the burgeoning twopronged approach could yield revolutionary results for sports diplomacy as both a means to achieve a sustained
peace and help majority-youth populations develop. If successful, it could simultaneously change the youth and
female cultures of the nation.
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subordinate groups throughout the world to shed light upon injustice.11

This does not necessarily indicate that the entirety of the youth population as violent, merely that those who would
have a propensity toward conducting insurgent activities could be dissuaded through athletics. The melding of
targets and respect for both sides of the sports coin is something that has never been accomplished in Afghanistan.

toward her and her family.12

terror and oppression. Public executions were the norm, and as the overwhelming majority of sports were banned
19

that time, the stadium rarely hosted athletic events and succumbed to disrepair and

neglect.20

her participation as a tremendous victory, and an opportunity to shed light upon troubling situations in her home
nation.
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in Afghanistan.23
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for millions of Afghan women.
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Rear Admiral Pittman believes that as security improves in Afghanistan, so too will youth sports expand.32 This
33

This was a topic touched upon in a recent telephone interview with Major Jeffrey Miller, a sports and youth
34

competition seriously, Afghans need a steady stream of individuals to whom they can relate and emulate. In an
25

never have expected.

instilled into the youth, who could not only support those heroes, but strive to become sports heroes themselves.

35

national team, said,

36

They will not care about his tribe. They will care that he is one of the best players.26

to foster a culture of sport and non-violent competition that is crucial to the well-being of a peaceful people. A

Twenty20
37

immensely popular sport in the South Asian subcontinent. The ability of Afghan representatives of the sport to
attrition, changing the mindset of those youths is critical to bringing about and maintaining peace in this never-

38

offer prayers is astounding and a testament to the power that athletics can wield.
of the last century, our young athletes can have a strong presence in international sports and bring
medals to their country through healthy competition.27

Federation, which recently gained membership to the Asian Rugby Football Union in November 2011. However,
39

each successive sport moving toward national and international representation, the success of sports diplomacy
initiatives is on full display.
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These national teams and federations would not have been able to emerge were it not for the coordination of many
individuals devoted to instilling sports values and establishing programs in the population centers of Afghanistan.
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accessibility and security around Afghan athletic programs is crucial to their viability and acceptance.
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and fund Afghan-based sports programs. Some of those volunteers are former collegiate or professional players
40

upcoming initiative to build thirty multisport facilities distributed between each of the Afghan provinces, which
would provide locations for local sport programs, tournaments, and competitions.41
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a peaceful and productive alternatives, its success or failure will reside with those who are charged with spreading
Dreams 28

tribally diverse as Afghanistan. The slightest misstep could lead to protests, regression in progress made, or,
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